End Matter
A guide for lawyers, judges, and all others who must deal with 42 USC §1983, a significant federal civil rights statute which accounts for a substantial portion of all civil rights and civil liberties litigation. The book examines and analyzes the positions taken by the courts on every aspect of suits brought under this statute. Section 1983 provides a vehicle for obtaining redress for violation of any constitutional right; it does not create rights by itself. Because of this, the Guide concentrates on the procedural and technical issues common to all §1983 litigation, instead of trying to catalog or discuss all the numerous different deprivations of rights that can lead to a §1983 suit. However, since substantive constitutional law is important, a Table of Leading Constitutional Law Cases has been included. The Table serves to guide interested readers into the particular constitutional law areas which arise in the constant stream of §1983 situations.

1 volume, $50.00 plus $1.50 postage and handling. 30 day return privilege. Add appropriate sales tax. Approximately 375 pages, hardbound, 1979 edition, periodic supplementation is planned.
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IT’S COMPLETE.
IT’S CONTEMPORARY.
IT’S EASY TO USE.

Your practice deserves the law encyclopedia that cuts no corners in bringing you all the law.

Corpus Juris Secundum is the encyclopedia that is based on all reported case law in this country from 1658 to date. Its completeness is your strength.

Throughout its years of service to the legal profession, CJS has been constant in its response to the changing law. Not only do pocket parts keep it always current, but new topics are added as circumstances demand—new volumes, new supplements keep it fresh and vital.

You can find the law you need quickly, even though CJS thoroughly covers 427 titles. Comprehensive indexing, including a 5-volume general index and individual title indexes, help you locate the area you need. A section analysis precedes each title; black letter summary statements pinpoint each full statement of law. Footnote case citations are alphabetically arranged by state.

Add up these benefits—and many more—and you’ll see why CJS is proclaimed as America’s premiere law encyclopedia.
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